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Short version
Submissions instructions for PLOS Biology, PLOS Medicine & PLOS Sustainability and Transformation

PLOS Medicine, PLOS Biology, PLOS Sustainability and Transformation

1. Login as an author.
2. Complete your submission.
3. You will see a “Fee Quote” page summarizing what you will pay if accepted.
4. At time of acceptance, author will be prompted via the RightsLink platform to complete his acceptance.
5. The library will receive an “APC support” request to approve.

Interstitial “Quote” page that’s generated during submission. Authors take no action until their papers are accepted.
PLOS Medicine, PLOS Biology & PLOS Sustainability and Transformation offer a “quote” view

ALL authors (regardless of CAP participation status) will have the same experience when submitting via Editorial Manager:

1. At submission they are given a summary of publication fees and the option to view a “quote” of their expected fees.
2. They take no action until the paper is accepted.
“Quote” is generated by CCC RightsLink.

Should authors select “View Publication Fees” they will be redirected to a “Quote” from CCC that takes into account their agreement affiliation (no agreement, CAP, or monthly invoice/debit:)

The quote approximates their fees based on their agreement type and institutional affiliation.
That’s it!

Questions from authors?
authorbilling@plos.org

Questions from libraries?
institutionalaccounts@plos.org
Author eligibility or invoice questions?
Authorbilling@plos.org

https://plos.org/resources/for-institutions/institutional-account-participants/